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Police/Security—
 Including Surveillance & Undercover Ops

Value Proposition
Police/Security/Surveillance use of METrans Vehicles 
and Mission Specific Trailers in Lieu of Walking, Golf 
Carts and Industrial Vehicles.

General Statement
METrans is a USA based OEM manufacturer of an 
entirely new small scale of non-autonomous, electric, 
highly maneuverable, industrial personnel and light 
burden transport vehicle (each equipped with an industry 
first, laser obstacle avoidance system), and multiple 
mission specific Cart/Trailers. 

METrans products are designed to operate virtually any 
place a person can walk, indoors and outside including 
parades, football tailgating parties, public parks, sporting 
events, general neighborhood patrol, down town 
entertainment districts, airport terminals, convention 
centers, parking lots, factories, warehouses, offices and 
any environment where people gather. Speeds up to 14mph (programmable) and a range of up to 40 
miles on one charge. Average recharge time with onboard charging is 40 minutes. Vehicle 
cargo/personnel is 500lbs. (226.80kg) with a towing capacity of 1,000lbs. (453.59kg).

Due to their small size and maneuverability, METrans products are well suited for all environments 
where Police and Security Officers operate, and more.

Police/Security Background
Current practice typically has Police and Security Officers, when not able 
to use road going motor vehicles, walking, riding bicycles, or operating 
golf carts in patrol, surveillance, undercover operations and response. 
Bicycle patrols gained in popularity in the 1980s and are currently very 
common.

Today, local police departments, volunteer associations, and private 
security companies run bicycles and golf carts for patrol and related 
functions.

Bicycle Police/Security Hypothesis
The bicycles used by Police/Security bike units are standard consumer 
grade, two-wheeled bicycles (sometimes with police modifications 
adapted for police department use), with all of the balance, 
maneuverability, protracted response times due to slow speeds and other 
limitations innate to bicycles generally and in any crowded, pedestrian or 
related environments. Due to the limitations on cargo carrying capability 
of bicycles, Police equipment must be carried in saddle bags and in a 
back pack carried by the Police and/or Security Officer.

CASE STUDY
Police/Security Units – Present practice
Present practice involves the Police and Security Officers to “cruise” the sites of parades, sporting 
events, tail gating parties, etc., responding to notice of emergencies by walking, running or riding 
bicycles and golf carts to the scene. Depending on crowd condition density, physical location of the 
disturbance, response by foot, bicycles or golf carts may actually represent an impediment to quick 
response to the call. When immediate response (such as a live shooter situation) is critical, delays of 
minutes can make the difference between life and death. Crowded conditions can slow Police, 
Security Officer response time. Due to crowd conditions, there may be the need to dismount and 
“push” the bicycle or abandon the use of a golf cart, to enable rapid response to the scene of the call. 
This situation many times results in a greater delay in response time over simply walking or running to 
a scene.

Deployment of Police/Security Personnel Using METrans’ Vehicles, and Trailers
Along with the Industrial grade METrans Electric Vehicle (and indeed all METrans Products), 
METrans offers a Stainless Steel Cart/Trailer designed and built to offer a quicker, more targeted and 
dedicated response, with greater law enforcement equipment available, in all conditions. When 
compared side by side to an on foot, bike 
or golf cart mounted Police or Security 
Officer, the METrans’ Vehicle and 
Cart/Trailer solution is superior by every 
metric. At speeds of up to 14mph and the 
capability of the METrans Vehicle to pull 
rather than push, along with superior 
maneuverability due to its small scale, 
METrans materially improves response 
times to a police or security situation 
requiring immediate response.

METrans Micro Police 
Interceptor (MPI) Vehicle
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Please contact METrans today to arrange a demonstration of its Micro Police 
Interceptor (MPI) Vehicle and Stainless Bed Trailer.

The deployment of METrans’ Products could result in a 
decrease in response times and greater equipment 
carrying capacity, all contributing to more effective 
police and security officer response.

METrans Micro Police Interceptor (MPI) Vehicle with Stainless Bed Trailer (MPIT)


